Monitor Hood
Installation Instructions

In the box:
One fully assembled monitor hood
One Zeiss wipe for cleaning
Two round silicone buttons
Two support brackets
One rolled foam tape

Before you start, we recommend viewing our install video at: https://www.photodon.com/hood-installation-video.html

This hood is made to your specifications: no adjustments should be necessary. Do a quick assessment to verify that the hood does fit properly. If it is not the correct size, the design of the hood allows for minor adjustments. This can be accomplished by loosening the 2 top knobs and pushing or pulling to slide the top pieces. In doing so, take caution to pull or push only on the top panels, so as not to compromise the hood side hinge area.

Step One: Position the Hood.
Place the hood on the monitor with the elastic cords behind the monitor.

Step Two: Secure Bottom Corners.
Standing in front of the monitor, pull one side out (image 2) and loop the elastic cord around the corner of the monitor as shown (highlighted in image 3). Repeat for the opposite side.

Step Three: Secure the Hood.
Tighten the mount by pulling the elastic cord taut through the cord locks on each side.

Step Four: Install Top Support Brackets.
The black support brackets will keep the top of the hood from sliding backwards. The hood can be tilted slightly up or down to give it the desired look you like. Look at it from all angles. Remove the red tape from a support bracket to reveal the adhesive. Place the bracket to the top inside corner of the hood, tight against the monitor (image 5). Press firmly to adhere. Repeat on the other side. If removal of the bracket is necessary, gently twist and pull.

Step Five: Install Light Blocking Foam
If needed, use the foam strip to block any light gaps. With the hood in place, mark the gap area, remove the hood, and apply the foam strip to the top edge of the monitor. (Do not block any air vent areas.)

Congratulations!
Enjoy many years of reduced eye strain and improved screen viewing.

Hood Care:
The outside and inside surfaces can be cleaned with glass cleaner or a light solution of surface cleaner and water. Be careful not to submerge or allow the edges to get wet. The outside surface can be polished with automotive vinyl cleaner.

Note:
If the weight of the hood causes your monitor to drift down, you can cut piece of foam or cardboard to the proper size and place it between the monitor and support bracket as shown.